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Suppose we wish to build up the class of recursively enumerable

sets by starting with the set 91 of natural numbers and constructing

new sets from those already obtained using as little auxiliary ma-

chinery as possible. One way would be to start with a finite number

of functions Pi, • • • , Fk (of one variable, from and to 91) such that

every recursively enumerable set can be obtained from 91 by con-

structing new sets Fj[s] where 3 is a previously obtained set. We can

think of Pi, • • • , Fk as unary operations on sets of natural numbers.

Any set S obtained in this way is the range of a function F obtained

by composition from Pi, • • ■ , Fk. If we consider the values of

Fi, ■ • ■ , Fk as given, then the number of steps needed to compute

Fn does not depend on n. Hence for all xES, there exists a proof that

xES of bounded length in terms of Plf ■ • • , Fk (just as there is a

one-step proof that a composite number is composite in terms of

multiplication).

We say a set of natural numbers is generated by Pi, • • • , Fk if it is

the range of a function obtained by composition from F%, • • • , Fk.

Also a class Q ol sets is generated by Fi, • ■ • , Fk if every nonempty

set of Q is generated by Fi, • • • , Fk and every set generated by

Fi, • • • , Ft is in 6.
Example. Let Go, Gi, • • • be the primitive recursive functions

listed systematically so that the function G given by

G(2»(2x + 1) - 1) = G„x

is recursive. Then

Gn = G(SD)»D

where Sx=x + 1 and Dx = 2x. Every nonempty recursively enumer-

able set is the range of some primitive recursive function and hence

the range of G(SD)nD for some n. Since S, D, and G are recursive

functions, any function obtained from them by composition will be

recursive and will have a recursively enumerable range. Thus G, S,

and D generate the class of recursively enumerable sets. However,

they do not form an interesting set of generators since all the work

of listing recursively enumerable sets is done in computing G.
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In this paper, we give sets of easy-to-compute generators for the

classes of recursively enumerable sets and diophantine sets, i.e. sets

which are existentially definable in terms of + and •. General theo-

rems describing classes of sets which can be finitely generated are

proved in [3].

Let Ix =x, Ox = 0, Tx = 2x, Zx = Ox, and E(x, y) be the characteristic

function of equality, i.e. E(x, y)=0|I_Bl. We shall also use pairing

functions. If J(x, y) maps the set of ordered pairs of natural numbers

onto 91 in a one-to-one way, then J and its inverse functions K and

L, given by KJ(x, y) =x and LJ(x, y) =y, are called pairing functions.

We shall always take J to be the Cantor pairing function given by

J(x, y) = i((x + y)2 + 3x + y)

unless otherwise stated. Its inverse functions are probably the sim-

plest functions which assume every natural number infinitely often.

They can easily be computed recursively by the equations

PO = 70 = 0,

(1) K(x + 1) = 0,        L(x + 1) = Kx + 1    if Lx = 0,

K(x + 1) = Kx + 1,       L(x + 1) = Lx - 1    if Lx ^ 0.

Example. Let J, K, and L be any pairing functions and let G be

given by G(J(x, n))=Gnx. Then Gnx = GJ(K, SL)"J(I, 0)x. In the

example above, we took J(x, n) =2n(2x + l) — l, so J(x, n + l)

= 2/(x, n) + l and J(x, 0)=2x.

Lemma 1. The functions Ox, Zx, x+y, x-y, and E(x, y) are all ob-

tainable from J, K, S, and D by substitution.

Proof. R. M. Robinson [4, p. 665], derived the remarkable iden-
tity for all x and y with x^y:

(2) x - y = KDDJ(SSSKDDJ(SSSKDDJ(y, DDx), x), Dy).

He then used it to define x+y by substitution from J, K, S, and D.

We shall let x—y denote the function on the right of (2) for all x

and y. Then Ox=x-x and x-y = (7(0, x+y)-7(0, x))-J(0, y). To

define Z, we make use of (1) to see that

SJ(0, 0) = 7(0, 1),       SJ(0, x + 1) = 7(1, x).

Hence KSJ(0, x)=sgn x. Since K2 = l and K3 = 0, we have Zx

= KSSKSJ(0, x). Finally, E(x, y)=Z((x-y) + (y-x)).

Theorem 1. Every nonempty recursively enumerable set is the range

of a function of one variable obtained from S, D, T, K, and L by com-
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position and pairing. Conversely, the range of such a function is recur-

sively enumerable. If T is omitted from the set of initial functions then

just the nonempty diophantine sets are obtained.

Proof. Every recursively enumerable set S is exponential diophan-

tine and conversely. (See Davis, Putnam, and Robinson [l].) Hence

x E S <-»      V     Fix, yu ■ - • , yn) = G(x, yu ■ ■ ■ , yn),
1/1. ■ • ■ ,Vn

where F and G are suitably chosen terms built up from x, yi, • • • , yn,

and particular natural numbers by means of +, •, and P. (See [l,

Corollary 5].) Let a be any element of S. Then S = 61(77) where

Hix, yu ■ ■ ■ , yn) = x-EiF(x, yu ■ ■ • , yn), G(x, yu • ■ • , yn))

+ a-ZEiFix, yi, • • • , yn), Gix, ylt ■ • ■ , yn)).

Let M = HiK, KL, ■ ■ ■ , KL"-\ 7>). Then AT is a function of one

variable obtained from O, S, K, L, T, and Z by forming new functions

F from previously obtained functions A and B by taking F = AB,

F = A+B, F = A-B, and F = P74, B). Also (R(M) = (R(77) =S. By
Lemma 1, we see that every such function M can be obtained from

P, P, 5, D, T, and 7 = /(P, L) by composition and pairing. On the

other hand, M is primitive recursive so (R(M) is recursively enumer-

able.

The proof that every nonempty diophantine set is obtained if we

omit T from the set of initial functions, is obtained from the above

proof by omitting P throughout. A function F is said to be diophan-

tine if there is a polynomial P with integer coefficients such that

y = Fx <->      V      Pix, y, Ui, ■ • • , un) = 0.
«i. • • •.«,,

Hence if F is diophantine then (ft(F) is a diophantine set. Indeed,

y E (K(F) <-+       V       Pix, y,uu ■ ■ ■ , «„) = 0.

Also, if F and G are diophantine then FG is diophantine. Clearly,

J, K, L, S, and D are diophantine functions so the range of any func-

tion obtained from P, L, S, and D by composition and pairing is

diophantine.

Remark. It is not known whether all recursively enumerable sets

are diophantine. Hence we do not know whether T is necessary to

obtain all recursively enumerable sets.

Let C = 7(PP, JiLL, K)). Then C3 = 7, since CJix, Jiy, z))

= J(y, J(z, x)). For any function A, we define ^4* = 7(P, ^4P). Then

for all A and B
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(3) (AB)* = A*B*,

(4) J(A, B) = B*J(L, K)A*J(I, I),

(5) A** = CJ(L, K)A*J(L, K)C2.

These formulas can be easily checked by carrying out the composi-

tions indicated on the right using the fact that J(FK, GL)J(M, N)

= J(FM, GN) and J(FL, GK)J(M, N)=J(FN, GM) etc.

Lemma 2. If F can be obtained from Ax, ■ ■ ■ , An, K, and L by com-

position and pairing, then F can be obtained from A*, ■ ■ ■ , A*, K,

J(L, K), J (I, I), and J(KL, J(LL, K)) by composition alone. Here J,

K, and L can be arbitrary pairing functions.

Proof. Let a be the least class of functions closed under composi-

tion which contains Ax*, ■ ■ ■ , A„*, K, J(L, K), J (I, I), and C. We

wish to show that if P is obtained from Ax, ■ ■ ■ , An, K, and L by

composition and pairing, then P belongs to a. Since F = LF*J(I, I)

and L=KJ(L, K), it is sufficient to show that F* belongs to a, and

this will be done by induction.

I. Suppose F = Aj then P* belongs to a by definition. Also K*

= LC2 and L* = 7(L, K)LC. Hence both K* and L* belong to a.

II. Suppose P = A B where A * and B * belong to a. Then F* = A *B *

so P* belongs to a.

III. Suppose F = J(A, B) where A* and B* belong to a. Then

F = B*J(L, K)A*J(I, I).
Hence

F* = B**J(L, K)*A**J(I, I)*.

By (5), B** and A** can be obtained by composition from C, J(L, K),

B*, and A*. Hence we need only show that 7(7, K)* and 7(7, 7)*

belong to a. Now

J(L, K)* = J(K,J(LL, KL)) = CJ(KL,J(K, LL)) = CJ(KL, I*).

Hence by (4),

J(L, K)* = CL**J(L, K)K*L*J(I, I).

Also

7(7, 7)* = J(K, 7(7, 7)) = L**CJ(I, I).

Finally, K** and L** belong to a by (5) and I, hence P* belongs to a.

Theorem 2. The class of recursively enumerable sets is generated by

K, J(K, SL), J(K, DL), J(K, TL), J(L, K), 7(7, 7), J(KL, J(LL, K)).
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This set of generators with J(K, TV) deleted generates the class of dio-

phantine sets.

Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 and The-

orem 1.

Remark. By the lemma on page 714 of [2], the functions K,

J(L, K), and 7(7, 7) can be replaced by the two functions J(LK, KL)

and J(L, I). (Recall that K = J(KK, LK).) Indeed, the total number

of generators can be reduced to two,

K    and   J(L,J(FX,J(F2, ■ ■ ■ ,J(Fn_x, Fn))) ■ ■•),

where Fi, • • • , F„ are the generators other than K.

Lemma 3. If F can be obtained by composition and pairing from

Ax, ■ • • , An, K, and L then F = KB for some function B obtained by

composition from Ax*, ■ ■ ■ , A*, 7(7., K), J (I, I), J(KL, J(LL, K)),
J(L, K)*, 7(7, 7)*, and J(KL, J(LL, K))*. Here J, K, and L can be
arbitrary pairing functions.

Proof. By Lemma 2,

(6) F = B0KBXK ■ ■ • P,_iPP«

for some So, • • • , Bt obtained from ^4*, • • ■ , An*, J(L, K), J(I, I),

and J(KL, J(LL, K)) by composition. We can take OO since

Bo = B0KJ(I, I). (If Bt is the identity function, then Bi = J(L, K)2.)

Now

7(7, K)A*J(L, K) = J(AK, L).

Hence AK=KJ(L, K)A*J(L, K). Thus each K in (6) can be brought

to the front in turn. For example,

P = BoKBiK • ■ ■

= KJ(L, K)B0*J(L, K)BXK ■ ■ ■

= K2J(L, K)J(L, K)*B0**J(L, K)*BX*J(L, K)B2K ■ ■ ■

= K'H

where 77 is obtained from the functions listed in the lemma by com-

position. Finally,

KK = KJ(KL, J(LL, K))J(L, K) = KCJ(L, K)

so
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F = K'H = KiCJiL, K))'-1!!.

Theorem 3. Every nonempty recursively enumerable set is the range

of a function KB where B is obtained by composition from

(7) S*,    D*,    T*,   JiL,K),   7(7,7),   C,   7(7, K)*,   HI, I)*,   C*.

The range of B is a primitive recursive set. If T* is deleted from the set

of functions (7) then just the nonempty diophantine sets are obtained.

In this case, both the range of B and its complement are diophantine.

Proof. In light of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, we need only show

that 61(B) is a primitive recursive set in the first case and 661(B)

is diophantine in the second case. (Here COt(P) is the complement

of the range of B.) Notice that Gx^x for G equal to S*, D*, T*,

7(7, 7)*, or 7(7, 7). This is clear for the *-functions since Jix, y)

^Jix, z) whenever y^z. Thus S*x = 7(P, SL)x^ 7(P, L)x = x, etc.

Also 7(7, I)x = Jix, x) Sx. Hence if G is one of these functions, then

x E 6t(GP) <-+  V  iGy = xAyE fft(/7)).
i/ax

Furthermore, if G is one of the remaining functions of (7), then G is a

primitive recursive permutation such that G_1 is also primitive recur-

sive. Indeed, C'^C2, iC*)~1 = C*C*, 7(7, P)-i = 7(P, P), and
(7(P, P)*)~1 = 7(7, P)*. Hence

x E 6l(GP) *-♦ G-'x E 6t(P).

Therefore by induction starting with 77 = 7, we see that 31(B) is

primitive recursive.

In the diophantine case, all the functions of (7) with T* excluded

are diophantine. Hence if B is obtained from them by composition,

(R(B) is diophantine. If M is strictly monotone, then

(8) x E Q&iM) <^> V iMy < x < Miy + 1)),
V

(9) x E <RiM*) *-> V iMy = Lx),
v

(10) x E erfi(M*) <-» V (My < Lx < Miy + 1)).
v

If G is a univalent function, then

(11) CSliGH) = (R(G t eoi(P)) U 661(G).

Suppose 61(77) and 661(77) are diophantine, and G is one of the func-

tions S*, D*, 7(7, 7), and 7(7, 7)*. Then 661(G) is diophantine by
(8) or (10). Hence by (11),
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x E Q(R(GH) <-* V ((y £ C(R(77) A Gy = x) V x £ C(R(G)),

so C(31(G77) is diophantine. If G is one of the permutations of (7), then

* £ C(R(G77) <-> V (Gy = a; A y £ C(R(77)).

Hence by induction C(R(P) is diophantine.
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